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Despair published on the front page
3 mile article pre filed particles
Your opinion found lost turn us into housed home
Living by the exhaust corrupting your sound cones
How much does the rest cost nothing for the war pigs
Moral anorexic carpenter an horse rigs
Trucker up for 18 month who wanted age cream
Must forget the main stream Ram is gonna drink from
Just a fool who locates feeder fishing pro bait
Hook up to a machine part of being so safe
By ignoring all things that I can relate to
Spine bumped signed out book on how to hate you
I imagine you'll Practice knife throw and darts
At my head my hand and my neck
Cause my kids are going to be robots that won't
Leave the house and wont use they're mouths to
project
Since it's now that we wrecked and then that we sped
What used to protect the cowards instead
Allowed by a man who tears at the earth
And dared to be the first king of the last thing he said.

Half important Passages
On scraped Mountain Faced
Maximus your Over taped out of place
Practices Are left shot by the Box Pro Activist

Cold stares Bolt Cut Cold Air
Voltage Maybe I should try out for
A professional team and this sectional
Seam so what? Lab Rat Alarm time to take breaks
Back to the store for repair Has that
Part I ordered weeks ago reached the coast
The policy of truth gets your cash back
Passed that vehicle Global Motion
Detoxify I'm hope full frozen
Dog Tag I.d. F train closing
Left Brain Open to an onslaught Trojan
Horse effect force traject coarse
Obstacle with a fine tooth checked
Up until the loud speak turns into an out reach
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People talk about me from Quebec to south beach

Half important Passages
On scraped Mountain Faced
Maximus your Over taped out of place
Practices Are left shot by the Box Pro Activist

You Fucks don't like to vote rally or fight
You Suck on you tv's internet and satellite
You Bucks for the boss man and like you're a door
It Just wont open up for Rob Sonic no more
Honest go toward the water tower leaks
Making a Living out of super sick leaves
A lot to be desired the proprietors chief
Example was torn up News paper clip
For a bru baker trip a new mega chip
Then when inserted to the patient
Means that you've taken sick your flu days
Are picked and all in a line
Near the happy place 35 mile mark sign
Banking from the dispatch is the catch that you make
When your backs to the walls And your act doesn't sell
Stagnant as hell should have ducked when you lead
But this magnet repelled any feelings at all

Half of the important Passages
On scraped Mountain Faced Maximus
Your Over taped out of place Practices
Are left shot by soap Box Pro Activist
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